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Achim Geiser:

verc'oi

Thanks a lot for the great paper draft and the nice results.
I leave simple style comments to others,

-

so please find my significant comments below:

section 4:
The experimental' uncertainty is now even less experimental than it was before, since the hadron
ization uncertainties are
now also included. In some ZEUS papers we have just called it "fit" uncertainty, but I know that
was not acceptable to Hi.
So, my compromise proposal (similar to Hl/ZEUS paper arXiv:1804.01019)
line 231: 'exp/fit"
line 232:
"where exp/f it denotes the fit uncertainty based on the experimental input uncertainties and the
hadronization uncertainty"

7,

.',

1

'the fit uncertainty"

’D'

£f

no additional tension."
line 251: "The similarity
think this is true. Similar chis/dof > 1 indicates similar tension, also in the jet data.
Thus rather:
"The similarity of the chi2/d.o.f. values indicates a similar level of tension for the jet and in
clusive data."
...

I don't

or
"The similarity of the chi2/d.o.f. values indicates that the addition of the jet data does not ch
ange the average level
of tension in the data."
or
"The similarity of the chi2/d.o.f. values indicates that the addition of the jet data does not in
crease the average level
c'
B I'e.4'
1i
of tension in the data."

line 259: "the negative gluon term" -> "the flexible gluon term"
There is nothing in this term that forces the gluon to become negative, nor can the gluon be prey
ented to become negative
(at low enough scales) even without this term.
A more flexible parametrisation can never bias the result, as long as the fit converges properly.
A

more restrictive one can.

Thus "could bias" -> "could significantly alter".
line 266: "the details" -> "these details".
It indicates nothing about potential other variations of the gluon parametrisation.

wAyoed
'

line 278: I would move this difference right to the beginning of the section, since it is a basic
conceptual difference
that is the main asset of this paper w.r.t. the others.
The difference in the treatment of the scale uncertainties in the previous paragraph, although nu
merically more important,
is only a technical difference and should not be highlighted as if it were a conceptual one. Also
it could be stated that
the 100% scale correlation option is the "traditional" variant.
I am personally convinced the treatement we use use here is better than the traditional one, so I
do *not* propose (and would strongly oppose) changing our default treatment.

Section6:
Repeat here

(or elsewhere) that the jets were obtained with the kt algorithm and R=l. Remind that

it was established
(cite arXiv:1003.2923) that at HERA, using the kt or anti -kt algorithms (as used
tatively equivalent. -.
’

j'c

’.’

t LHC)

t,e

/ /

.4qJq

is quail
/.

C7?oi,
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Figures 9-12:
It is hard to see the comparison on log scale only.
Providing ratio subpanels would be helpful.

_’4Jr cf ira,4

line 336: "scale uncertainties were not considered for the comparisons to data".
I don't think this is acceptable. The NNLO predictions have significant scale uncertainties (from
the jet matrix elements),
and these should be shown (separately). This is different from the potential scale uncertanties o
f the PDFs that were discussed
in the previous sections, which can indeed not be usefully quantified.
Best regards,

Achim

ICS

(from vacation)

Mandy:
Wrt to Achim's comment on scale uncertainties. He wants them on the data vs theory figures. The q
uestion is then exactly what does he want? ie the theory in the figures is for fixed alphas=0.115
5 and, so does he want us i) to take that fit with fixed parameters and just alter the scale (as
I did in evaluating where to put the \mu cut) and look at the predictions or does he want ii)refi
ts with the new scale (which will not be good if alphas=O.1155 as we have already seen) and predi
ctions from the refit? I think that will show little change just as the PDFs showed little change
I think he must want i). But we have never shown 1) in previous work. We need to clarify with h
im, but I would say there is no hurry.
.

see-

ex

Aharon Levy:
Dear

Editorial Board members,

Congratulations on completing the HERAPDF2.0 family. Well done!!

are some comments to a very well written paper. I tried to read it from the point of view of
someone not an expert on the subject.

Here

minor comments:
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

11,
34,
53,
91,
93,
111,
234,
241,

the?V

?.order (NNLO).
?.foalism using
?established [reference].
Ijq
?equation (32) I'
?fit (see?below)
?running electromagnetc?
remove one ?the?.
Eq. (7). The (7) did not come out in line 231.

68

.

significant(?) :
6
1. 37, remove sentence 'An analysis?.family.'
1. 51, remove 'the analysis?at NNLO.' This belongs to the conclusions.
ft
1. 73, ?several reasons?
are they all listed in this paragraph?
1. 81, In Table I, ?normalised? appears in the data set column and in the caption. Is it obvious what i:
footnote 3, Is it clear why the value of 25 was chosen. All it says is the it should be > 15. add 1ö
'eSt,t4 I
1. 203, what is meant by ?technical reasons?? p.pJ4d
A
1. 210, when trying to make a point about precision, why use
for the uncertainty?
Section 3.4 is titled ?hadronisation uncertainties? so is the number given in 1. 215 the one that was u:
lines 340, 360 ?ZEUS and Hl?Throughout the paper the order is alphabetic, namely Hi and ZEUS. I thought
1. 356, is this last sentence the highlight of the paper? It would be nice to end this with a mor
e significant statement.
__

-

-

References:

Halina?s name is mispelled in ref s [2] and (21].?> Abraniowicz.
ref 5 [11] and [12] have the same arXiv ntmiber. Change ref [12] to hep-ph/0609285
ref [17] V. Andreev et al.

Figures:
Fig. 2: a) not good choice of the light blue color (alpha_S free fit).
Is that the line passing through the blue points?

w,/'

¯
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b) red points connected with a dark line. c) red points connected
with a red line. Why is the x-axis scale of a) different from b)

and C)?
Figs. 3, 4 and 7 the sea label in the figure and the captions are different.

/

Best regards,
Aharon

Erich Lohrmann:
Dear Colleagues,

one of the very important results of the paper
is the measurement of alpha_s at NNLO.
It should find its proper place in the title of
the paper and the abstract.
Suggest for title:
'Impact of jet production data at NNLO on the
determination of HERAPDF2.0 parton distributions

and an alpha_s(M_z)'

’.

j

f v'

'

In the abstract giving alpha_s without the most
important uncertainty is useless. Suggest:

.is alpha_s(M_Z)=0.1155~-0.0010(exp)+-0.0002(model)
+0.0026/-0.0024 (scale) .Scale uncertainties are
¯

discussed in detail...'
Congratulations on an impressive paper.
Best regards,

Erich Lohrmann.

Ewald Paul:
thank you to all who have made possible this nice
finalpaper on HERA PDFs". I have a comment (1) and asuggestion (2).
(1) I think we should not talk about "similarities" in lines 22 and line 354,
since we can talk about consistancies.
(2) The lines 50 bto 54 suggest a useful phrasing of the main result:
'The PDFs of previous studies and the new study including jets are
consitent throughout the whole kinematic range."
"The analysis presented here demonstrates concistancy of the jet data
with the inclusive data on NNLO level."
My suggestion: we talk about consistancy instead of simularities and
we improve abstract and summary in the spirit of the nicely summerizing
phrasing in the introduction.
Best

/

’4

wishes for the paper,

Ewald

Masahiro Kuze:
Beautiful analysis and paper.

Comments

are all minor:

L15: does the phrase 'combined PDF and QCD fits' make a rigorous
scientific sense?
Are there different things such as 'PDF fit' and 'QCD fit' and they

are combined?

P

u,"
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Lili: electro magnetic -> electromagnetic

L126: sorry, I cannot count 10 free parameters
A, B, C for five PDFs make
I guess some readers may think the same, so some explanation is needed.
-

L228:

(2.0 mu_r,

1.0 mu_r)

->

15,?

k,*,'

Lh

the latter should be mu_f ?

L24l: I caot find Eq. 7.

L321: As discussed 'in' Section 3.3
L333:

'was entered'

cross section

sounds colloquial.

"each jet P_T entered in the

(calculation)"

Figure 3,4: the plot shows xS, but the caption says x\Sigma

Figure 6 caption says 0.116 but should be 0.1155

9'll:

Figure
label of the vertical axis (what is plotted) differs
from what is said in the caption (I mean the notation) while they
match in Figure 10,12.
L438: at the same time -> At the same time

I."

/"

-.-

’&

(k*4.14*t

'"

cs'eiiL.

Notations (I thought Brian is in the EB?):

s in alpha_s is a label (strong) and not a variable, so should in roman
seems ill papers make it in roman and ZEUS pa
have it in italics)
/
V
T in p_T (as well as T in E_T, L332) is a label (Transverse) and not
a variable, so should be in roman
-

(it

O

i4t.

-

-

-

-

v in u_v and d_v is a label (valence) and not a variable,
min in Q2_{min)

f in mu_f in Figure 5 caption

(ditto)

I%ø1l4'4

V

(ditto)

...

...

...

(ditto)

i,/

Peter Bussey

Line
28

First sentence is a little cumbersome

-

I suggest to insert "recorded

before "at

and ad

V

a comma after HERA.
Perhaps better:
Data from ..... ep, have been central

.....

[1].

Such

data have been recorded at.. .at HERA. Then run on to continue with contents of second
paragraph.
These analyses were based.... [avoid repetition]
I think you should not assume familiarity but state the order that these fiw_rfor
.

33
34
med

if

so that the reas know exactly where things stood before this analyqis.
36
37
38
41
42
46
49

50

LJ

-

Define NNLO
inclusive DIS data [2] V
wL
Omit sentence, no need to make excuses.
The present analysis has been made possible by the recent provision of jet cross
section predictions for ep scattering at NNLO btheir
1collaborators. [be positive!]
to be constructed from -> to originate from
tt
Can you say something more precise than treated ? -> L'th
omit "both" i'ie.,.,
oi.u &ji
*c
All -> The
[repetition with 'entirely]
I think I would again say "inclusive DIS
Omit "highly"
it's consistent or it is n
sentence really needs a phrase of
amplification
why should it not be consistent? Why is it a single data set and not two
-

'The

-

51
53

'

so,.ei'cL

h&($CJC
Omit "very"
Reference for this statement.
4ovu.
I would omit sentence "It is..." ahd rephrase a bit.
"With the assumption that it is also valid in hadron-hadron physics, PDF fits

/

O't

1I
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can be made to LHC data. However, they can be biased by any presence of physics
beyond the Standard Model (BSM), including this tacitly in the fitted PDF values and tlier
"

eby

v« ov

reducing the sensitivity to explicit searches for BSM physics owing to biased background
predictions."
Omit final sentence, not needed.
4I3

58

.4ß'ttI

I'd stick with that but say what it means
coherent? Above it was consistent'.
011
squared in the DIS process,
This sentence has "published" three times! Omit "which were... [27]" as it is just
background information here and makes the sentence cumbersome.
hDbøtO'
[Basically, the reader just needs the facts.]
Omit ", however, only"
Since the reader may now be a little confused as to what 'new means, I would repeat
IPCjD4v*StO
the reference or else mention the present analysis.
Say:... were excluded in order to ensure convergence of the perturbative series [EXPLAIN

62
67

...

71

73

THIS!] and to ensure that the NNLO scale uncertainties were no greater tha 10% .....
I think the rest of the text here is too chatty and you need to stick to the basic points

76
78
78-9,82
80

$b$

/”/

"bin" is jargon, should we say "interval" ? [passim]
had to be excluded -> were excluded [passim, too chatty]
were judged to be -> were [avoid subjectivity] /

’’«
’

1he m.ve M (eac
'P°""

iU4C

The present analysis was performed in the sane way as the previous [more concise]
If so, say it like
Does this mean 'cros -section data with Q"2 > 3.5 GeV2"?
if not, make the meaning clearer?
'.
I think you should repeat the crucial chisq definition here
E
State what you mean by evolution and mention DGLAP (again)V
M6
Can you reference the second program??
As explained in the next section? Y'Better say that.
v
[sounds more
the refer ence.
was made possible by the....
results tt6

89
90

91
92
97
100
103
116

V
1

...

Could just say "For the gluon PDF, an additional term.."
119
I think this sentence would be better at the start of the section. V
123
132-137 I think these lines should go before the sentence starting line 125.
However it becomes a little unclear at what point the addition of new parameters
stopped.
If this means when all the parameters in 132-137 were used, and this was
optimal, then I'd say "... could not be improved by inclusion of further terms".
(which are not included in 132-137, I suppose.)
equal, Bubar=Bdbar, resulting in a single...
139
How did you assign t, variations that were used?
177 etc fixed points
Clarify or omit sentence.
182
’

204

Omit "It was checked that'

211
215
224
226
234
240
241
245
249-252
is

is differentd -> differs
Somehow this paragraph seems to be left hanging. 'M? '°f°"
uncertainties', which....
This source of uncertainty [suddenly "uncertainty" become singular.] V
omit "so-called" but remind reader what this chisq means. V
uncertainty, which dominates the uncertainties. V"
Eq. 7 doesn't seem to be there. .
Omit the vague word "significantly" ? L.ieJ,'I
Consider moving this paragraph up a bit, near to where the chisq is first discussed in th
ol oç .’ o kr k

256

Well there can be no doubt about the minima! I would simply say that the positions of
minimum chisquared are in close agreement, indicating that any anomalies at low Q"2 are
small.
This is hardly surprising since inclusive,DIS is dominated by a QED vertex. It would be
as well to remind the reader of this, phaps at the start of the section where you
correctly sy that jets are essential.
Does fig 2c add anything to the paper? -.
analyses it
which is similar to the cut used here.
Q'
that both the Hl and. .were performed
.j /
.4'
'
"""
Consider just calling it 'NNLO PDF evaluatio
'-I,
it becomes questionable to quantify the theory uncertainties. .za$ Kwv1I1e,
I'd rearrange:

...

V"

...

section.

258

271
277
278
286
297

...

.

"

.

C1cc ptq,','.l.

C- a4&
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302
Not sure what 'map out' means.
entered -> used
333
Ls )
at
337, 358
Omit very
340
For completeness add "DIS' into the sentence.
342
have been used..
called -> denoted as
343
Maybe:
with
allowed to vary freely..
345
347
This result for.
350
for -> with

KU1i1IC%1

Cue uiJ'

...

...

Fig 7, 8. You might consider replacing the green by light blue to assist the colour-blind.
However if you had no complaints before, perhaps this
(I add that this does not include me)
is not so important.
Z..e fL..
L
-

A first reaction is why not include the PDF set with floating aiphaS and uncertainties
associated with this method. I can understand a rationale: a future user might want to use yet an
LcSt
u. .4.
. he.4 t.J.e(.1 ’.
other
value of aiphaS, perhaps with an uncertainty, and hopefully will be able to extract the desired i
nformation from the two sets you have provided. It might be good to make this explicit. -

Comment:

_______________________________________________________________________________________

M. ...

Robert Klanner
?Impact of jet production data
Paper Draft v0.5 ? July 27, 2020

Comments to:

on the next -to -next -to -leading orderS determination of HERA.

The paper is very well written, contains highly relevant results and is very complete.
My comments refer to

mino.r formal issues

1.24 ?agree very well? For me ?very well? is a very subjective judgement; they either agree, possibly

2.2'1

1.271 both analysis -> both analyses

S]

iI

/.ff

1.262 ?~/-0.009(exp)? The spacing between the number and the opening parenthesis appears to be inconsis
&. ol.t,'cC'¯'
4rit. Ia
References

ICfrA

[17] Is ?H. Collaboration? correct?

[29] F. Aaron et al., [Hl and ZEUS Collaboration],
-> remove ?’? for consistency.

-> F.

Aaron at al.

[Hl and ZEUS Collaboration]

Table 2 : Central Value -> Central value

4

Fig. 8 : I would have expected that delta(xg)/xg is centered at 0 and not at 1. What am I missing? I pr

Fig.ll The variable <pT>_2 denote -> The variable <pT>_2 denotes
1. 438 NNLO. at the -> NNLO. At the

V

1.439 as the NNLO fit since the Hl -> as the NNLO fit, since the Hl
Footnote p.25:

I also agree

ill be removed

with the inclusion of the appendix; I understand that this footnote w
j
.

1.469 Additional Material -> Additional material; Alpha Scan -> Alpha scan
Footnote p.27:

I support the inclusion of the material in the paper.

Caption Fig. 16, 17: old procedure -> procedure of Ref.
In several of the captions

[1

(e.g. Fig. 15) both ?gluon PDFS? and ?gluon distributions? are used. In my o

Again, my congratulations to the authors for this excellent paper.
Greetings,
Robert

Joerg Gayler

6 .eE'»u'i«.kJ i
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Comments to vO.5 July 27

Thank you very much for these efforts for final words of the two collaborations.

Significant: I list here all questions that are not just wording only.
General: I miss a bit a general outline of the fit procedure.
We determine alpha_s and PDFs. In the introduction one learns that we determine
both simultaneously. Then in 3.1 to 3.4 nothing is said on alpha_s. Then
alpha_s is determined fitting also pdfs, but discussed only in context
of scaling violations. And then alpha_s is unexpectedly fixed to determine pdfs
which one had assumed to have been already determined together with alpha_s.
To understand the paper more easily, I would like to have some guidance early on.

73

.-’

Comparisons with othr results in section 4.1 is a bit meager, showing only the
level of consistency, if data are treated similarly. But the difference of the
Results or the agreement is of interest in first place. The paper could also compare
the result to other important analyses in different reactions. What is the
relevance of the result on alpha_s?

13

Comments in detail:
3.1 Choice

127

one at a time': Is there some arbitrariness in which
extra parameters
sequence the further parameters were chosen? Is the actual choice of parameters
hO
depending on the sequence?
..

3.2. Model
i

What is done with alpha_s in these PDF fits?
Or the other way round, one wonders whether these variations lead only to uncertainties
on the PDFs and not on alpha_s. In the introduction it is said, that fitted together.

153 what determined the variation of mu2_f 0?

’

-

3.3
175 Here in 3.3 alpha_s is mentioned. But what in 3.2? I already asked there.

191

but mu_f 0

228

I guess

=

sqrt(l.6)

(2,0 mu_r,

=

’C

1.26 < 1.37. One could check and state what happens then.

1,0 mu_F)

V

4.1

The reader ist not so much interested whether data agree, if treated the
at least as much whether the results are very different or not if
different assumptions are used. So the main results as they were presented should be
compared as well.
E3

269-277

same way, but

282

Again the main focus seems to be on trying to do the same.

co

C

)

...U*..lt

5

305 if mentioned, what was then actually done, which scale variations assumed, as for
the alpha_s fit?
’' 4,je
mostly due to
318-320 "The reduction in model and parameterisation uncertainty
the necessity to change the estimation procedure." What does this mean?
Understandable? Further discussion is rather technical. I would expect some words
on the actual observations, like that the largest effect is seen at large x.
Is it really significant as it appears to be?
...

Minor:

4.
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Abs tract

Predictions: a bit much, as fitted to these data. Suggest: calculated cross
k
sections
se e&.M.c ItLtg

24

sttJewe-.

p 4J.wt

Data

"excluded for several reasons, including ..... Sounds as if there would be more
reasons than explained. May be "for several reasons: to ensure

73

3.2
153 "was added to the parameterization uncertainty"
The reader thinks to have missed something.
tioo(..eo( 1Q;1.

But there is nothing yet to add on.

LA4i

'I-

a

ei.

3.3

165 parameterS

it is more clear to say: "one of the mass -parameter values

As I understand,
was used

178

....

IetrioI.e (..- e&,.

...

182 Is it obvious, the the M_b plot demonstrates the power of the method?
Is it, because we get a parabola?

where is equation 7?

241
4.

gluon term. Is this just a factor (1 ~ Dx)? Is this a clear
264 multiplied into the
wording at least for natives?
.

.

4.1
278-280 Reads strange: first it is said that Ml and NNLOJet analyses were done using
fixed PDFs. Next sentence a simultaneous fit of alpha_s and PDFs.
5
IN section 3.3

321.

References

Ref. 2
Was there some agreement on the sequence

Ref 36

(2019)

--->

(2017)

"ZEUS and Ml"? Why not alphabetical?

&t.ct

.

All the best, Joerg

(H

4

d!4

hew

Cf
&iu.1
a4"S

i4.

peop.& )

_______________________

’(do

Karla Cantün
Dear

Edito4,

ø1_

Thank you for sharing the draft.
In general, I enjoyed reading it.
I just have a couple of minor comments:
Reference [2] is cited twice on lines 35 and 36, which looks repetitive

Equation 7 is referenced on line 241, but I could not find it in the text
[fixed)
Cheers,

Karla Cantün
Comments to the draft v.05 -July 27,

2020

°1
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Impact of jet production on the NNLO determination of HERAPDF2.0 parton distributions
Dieter Haidt, August 24, 2020

The present analysis of the Hi and ZEUS data from HERA based on the inclusive processes as well a
s jet production within NNLO of pQCD is a major achievement and constitutes an essential part of
HERA?s legacy. Some of the authors remember the very first steps performed by MARK at SLAC and Gargamel
The emphasis of the present analysis is to study the impact of data on jet production when added
to the previous analyses of the inclusive data alone. Apart from increasing the statistics the u
nique value of jet production comes from the direct dependence of the gluon (lines 217-231). I
suggest therefore devote the first chapter to discussing the improvement in the pdf parameters an
d their correlations determining the phenomenological parton distribution functions. The crux of
all analyses is the limited knowledge of the gluon distribution function obtained from the triang
ular phasespace in (x,Q2). The jetdata provide a genuine new insight. Within the same framework
compare the parameter fit using the inclusive data alone with the new fit in this paper of inclu
sive data + jetdata. Illustrate it with two figures and make it quantitative with tables of the
bestvalues and their correlations in both cases. Comments on the improved gluon distribution are
welcome.
Thanks to Katarzyna I had a chance to study the correlation table of the combined data. I had ant
icipated strong correlations the gluon and the seaquark parameters and also between alpha_s and t
he gluon parameters, but to my surprise there are only rather moderate correlations with all pdf
parameters. Perhaps the comparison with the correlation table using the inclusive data alone wil
1 elucidate my prejudice.
Line 139 : The momentum sumrule is an integral in x from 0 to 1. Given the conditions of our anal
ysis the application of the momentum sumrule is useless and only introduces a bias. The reason is
that an integration is required over the full range in x for all Q2. The behavior of the pdf at
low x is unknown. Due to the triangular shape of the phase space the constraint for increasing Q2
is getting more and more uncertain, since there are no measurements for low x, while the paramet
nc x -dependence merely reflects the evolved information from the low Q2 -region. Therefore, drop
the momentum sumrule.
The heavy flavor contribution is included through pQCD evolution from massless quarks. A remark w
ould be in order, why we did not use our own direct measurements. Is it because of missing NNLO p

redictions ?
It is of particular interest to illustrate the impact of the systematic sources on the value of a
lpha_s. A figure showing the variation of alpha_s with the scale parameters would be revealing, s
ince the uncertainty of the bestfit is dominated by the scale uncertainties. The parametric depen
dence should be done for fixed pdf, otherwise the effect may be compensated partially by adjustin
g the (many) pdf parameters. The point will be whether the value of alpha_s is significantly shi
If it turns out that the central value of alpha_s is lit
f ted when varying the scale parameters.
tle dependent on the scale uncertainties, then we have a strong argument that our determination i
n the spacelike region differs from the one in the timelike region, which is also affected by sca
le uncertainties.
The determination of the parton distribution functions and alpha_s are linked. The key to the und
erstanding of our paper is largely related to the chisquare function and the way it is exploited
technicalities may be deferred to an Appendice.
I suggest to devote a detailed presentation,
a. How is the chi2 -function defined ?
chi2(p)

=

Term

+ Term with constraints

with matrix(yi,f,C)

'e
yl
xi

=
=

measurements
kinematic variables

v.f

/

f%'u.

oCjj,,oi

k 8'¯

7Lt

pap!

f
prediction depending upon kinematics and free parameters
C = correlation matrix containing the uncertainties
p = alpha_s + pdf -parameters + systematic parameters
=

e/

J

.0

b. How are the systematic uncertainties implemented ? and in particular the splitting ?
c. Is the fit performed simultaneously for all free parameters ? Or in terms of fixed values
for alpha_s ? Is the ?so-called? chisquare scan a sequence of ch2 -fits with fixed values of alpha_s in'
d. The chi2/dof is quoted as 1.2. Does this indicate an underestimation of some uncertainties
perhaps the scale uncertainties ? If so, would it be possible to repeat the fit with enlarged u
ncertainties to see the effect on the bestvalue of alpha_s ?
e. Is the meaning of chi2 the same everywhere in the text ?
f. Is the gluon distribution function dominating value and size of alpha_s among the pdfs ? H
ow big are the shifts in alpha_s caused by the systematics in the pdfs and the scales ? Shifts a
re linear effects. It may be justified to average over some of them.
g. The determination of alpha_s is dominated by the systematic theory error of ~ -0.0024 comp
ared to the experimental error +-0.001. One may ask whether the treatment of the systematics has
an important effect on the central fit value of alpha_s (see point f)
¯j
Line 284 : why is the scale uncertainty almost equal to this analysis (and ot bigger) ? Ifl5 4fi1'
also the scales ? Note my
Figure 2a : I don?t understand. Are all parameters except for alpha_s free
Figures 3-7 : Why is the green band for medium x broad for uv and not for dv ? The figures for d
.
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alpha_s do not mean very much, since the pdf s are part of the fit.
j\igure 8 : I don?t understand. What remains constant and what is part of the fit ? What do you conclude
\Line 344 : are we quoting the fit values and correlations for the two values of alpha_s assumed.
ine 347 : A careful discussion should be given qualifying ?compatible?. Note my remarks above.
tried to highlight what we have
for my own sake
/ I suggest a much extended conclusion. I have
achieved., since the present paper is perhaps the last word and therefore a legacy of HERA inviti
ng some remarks on the overall increase in knowledge as well as some critical remarks on furthe
b CIS. r improvements left to future studies. We may comment on the performance of the collider HERA,
the experimental achievements of Hi and ZEUS with detailed publications and a final comparison wi
th QCD (for the first time) at NNLO. The confrontation of experiment and theory provides a consis
2Of
e*,4.
’4
'4 £jcJ.
¯tent picture.
t: iL .s pfr1 .tXfr
The basic question is to what extent we have tested QCD. Our concern is perurbative QCD, which r
educes the question to stating in which (x,Q2) -region pQCD is valid. This implies to worry about
t
two frontiers (a) the transition in Q2 from the nonperturbative to perturbative regime and (b)
he transition from moderate x -values to very low x -values. The first question is addressed by con
sidering various starting scales in Q2, thus getting safe against higher twists. The other questi
on, though important, may remain disregarded, since it concerns only the small tip in the phase
space region at low Q2 and low x. Given the assumption that in the selected phase space region pQ
CD be valid the data are used to determine the parton distribution function, which are the necess
ary input to predict the observables. Since pQCD is applied at order NNLO (which is an achievemen
t in itself), there is an intrinsic purely theoretical uncertainty coming from the truncation of
the perturbative series. We address this uncertainty by varying the scales involved. Our conclusi
on about the impact of these systematic uncertainties will be decisive in judging the difference
of our determination in the spacelike regime of alpha_s and the existing one in the timelike regi
me. In any case here is a task for future work in theory.
rh L8
The determination of the parton distributions is of value in itself and represents an important a
chievement, although there are still several weak aspects : the a priori assumption of the shapes
specific assumptions regarding the flavours
in particular the unknown s sbar -quark contributi
on and the role of the gluon. It should be emphasized that all in all the present knowledge is r
emarkable.
The experimental information is shared between the determination of the parton distribution funct
ions and the confrontation with pQCD. Is is possible to make an educated guess what fraction of t
he experimental information is actually available for testing pQCD ? The observation that the cor
relations between the pdf parameters and alpha_s are weak, is perhaps a strong argument in favour
of real test of pQCD.
Our analysis demonstrates a consistent picture and complements the efforts in the timelike region
-

-
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Jan und Nelly Olson

Dear members of the Editorial Board for the paper
"Impact of Jet Production Data on the Next -to -Next -to -Leading Order
Determination of HERAPDF2.0 Parton Distributions"
We have now read through the draft 0.5 from 27.07.2020 of this paper
and are quite happy, the paper is already close to completion in the
current form. From our side there are no objections to the content.
We understand that this is a paper for the specialists and that therefore the introduction and ph
ysics background presentation is rudimentary, with the body of the paper concentrating on the tec

hnical
details and problems of the fitting procedure. The occasional use of
technical jargon is also acceptable, when seen from this aspect.
Nevertheless, a couple of remarks can be made:

Line 35 describes this paper as the

completion" of the HEEAPDF2.O family.

We think that this is too strong a word, since we see that there are
possibilities for still further steps; explicitly we think of future NNLO

calculations for heavy quark data involvement in the fitting. Thus, inclusive + jets + heavy quar
ks for the PDFNNLO fitting.
cc,1't6( ’

1

The heavy quarks enter also as Vector Meson Production, accessible to QCD calculations. In this c
onnection we like to mention the paper arXiv:1908.08398 by C.A.Flett et al., "How to include excl
usive J/psi production data in global pdf analyses'.

L1_t

We believe that inclusion of such HERA data will improve the uncertainty
situation at low x for the gluon POF, once the corresponding NLO/NNLO

J

/o.i
f4j

EtLS

occ»tt

°-'1cc

-
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calculations are available.
Thus, we would not too strongly stress that the current paper is final,
as far as HERAPDFs go. Hopefully there is much more to come!
jôT

'-4.i. o&rJ,'.twIe'
'

Another comment:
Chapter 2 describes in detail how several data points were exempted from
the analysis, for various technical reasons. In the final results, one
would like to see the predictions of the fitted PDFs for thse points which were NOT included in
'-4.: 4L
the fitting procedure. The paper makes the
statement that there is good agreement between the fits and the fitted
data, which naively is no surprise and only confirms that the inclusive
M.i
and the jet data are compatible. However, the reader gets curious and
wonders about the agreement (or possible disagreement) in the immediate
neighborhood of the fitting phase space, the neighborhood which is given by the left out data poi
nts.

01

remains to be said that the paper is very well written, the English
is excellent and there are almost no typos. Congratulations!
It

Our

detailed remarks follow below.

Our best wishes for

a speedy and smooth publication!

tJ

hi!

q

Nelly and Jan

There are 8 footnotes, which all (except footnotes 7,8) need a small

correction:
"word \footnote( ...}" --> "word\footnote{
in order not to "fly free in the air".
In footnote 3 the final period "." is missing

...}"

(line 122)

We understand that footnotes 7,8 will not appear in the

final paper.
line 33

"milestone for"

line 43

"charm and bottom masses" -->
(cf. line 105) V

line 74

"and that the NNLO..." -->
"and limiting the NNLO scale uncertainties from
becoming too large"

line 75

"to the -24%"

line 90

"for Q2 starting"

"milestone in"

-->

-->

"charm- and bottom-quark masses"

"to -24%"
-->

"for Q2 values starting"
-->

line 244

"hope substantially to reduce"
"hope to substantially reduce"

line 253

"data with relatively low Q2" -->
"data with relatively low Q2 values"
"data at relatively low Q2"
-->

"fit in which"

line 287

"fit where"

line 297

"on them"

line 321

"discussed Section"

line 334

"the the"

7tbsrq4CO(

"on PDFs"

-->

OR

-->

"discussed in Section"

"the"

The given arXiv number, 1801.06415, is wrong and a repetition
from ref. [11].
[hep-ph/0609285]
The correct arXiv number is
= ====== => done

Ref. [12]

a/I-4L
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The arXiv number 1208.3641 refers to a writeup by
1J.Britzger, K.Rabbertz, F.Stober and M.Wobisch, from D1S2012
with title 'New features in version 2 of the fastNLO project"
We believe that this is the correct reference, since it goes
together with Ref.[12]. Thus, you have got the authors wrong
here!
-====--=> done

Ref. [13]

Ref. [29]
===> I

"et al. ’"

-->

'et al.

did not manage to convince bibtex

-->
Refs [9,10,12,15,33]
", and"
and"
===> I did not manage to convince bibtex
"

Stefan Schmidt
Dear authors,

dear editor,

congratulations for finishing up this draft. Here are a few comments.
All the best,
Stefan
Paper structure and changes to figures/analysis

Section 4 and 5/6 should be swapped. First we determine PDFs with fixed
alpha_s and compare to jets data. The free -alpha_s fits should come
110
after that (same order as in the summary).

3 otu

"0

**

said in the paper
have figure 8 or 15 with the
alpha_s blurs the message of
rences to the alpha_s choice
the new data.

As already

presentation, I would prefer very much to
same alpha_s for both PDFs. Using different
the figure. People will possibly try to relate the uncertainty diffe
rather than focus on the message of uncertainty improvements through

3 clcc tcri

o

minor textual comments
line 38: a typo

Yhis'

->

"This"

line 85: maybe explain what is meant by "complete NNLO"
(something like this
consistently including both massive and light flavoured jets...)
line 116: missing reference
improved
fits, confirming earlier findings [36].
...

10 6SIUt +t.6

line 188: perhaps explain this problem a bit more in detail?
such that a non -vanishing charm contribution can be generated
perturbatively for any scale above the M_c threshold.
flø
**

IM

’.

4.faC
tLiJ
'?
'f.

Cer'I

Mark Sutton on comment by Stefan

Hi, on the note of differing alpha_s for the plots, I would disagree strongly
for the main comp
arison,
we should compare the deafult results from the earlier fit, with the default result from the new
fit.
-

If it is felt necessary to address this point about the differing alphas values from the fits in

this way,
one could include additional plots comparing the fits, but using the same alphas value, as auxill
iary
plots, or in an appendix.
In

this case, it would be open to discussion whether the alphas value used should be that from th

e
older fit, or from the newer fit

-

one could easily argue, that the older fit should be presented

13/16
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with
the newer aiphas value from the new fit, and indeed, since the new fit in some sense supercedes
the older fit, and so might be expected to be in some sense "better, then this might be the more
reasonable suggestion.
In either case, using a value that was not the result from the f it itself might be expected to ar
tifically
inf late the errors, which may be another reason to disfavour doing this, but in that case, probab

ly
better to artificially inflate the errors of the older fit.

clearly showing the results of a fit which included some parameter, but with the PDF the
n
evaluated with a different value for that parameter, which was not the value of the parameter tha
However,

t

resulted from the fit would be reasonably meaningless, since that would not actually be the resul
t

of the fit at all. So if the fits themselves favour particular alphas values, then showing the r
esults of one
of the fits with respect to a different alphas value would be highly misleading.
If one wanted a comparison with the same alphas value, then both fits would need to be explicitly
performed with the same value of aiphas from the outset, but this would be a completely different
comparison from comparing uncertainties from fits where the alphas was included as fit parameter,
even if alphas itself was then later chosen to be the same for the evaluation of the PDFs since t
he
alphas and gluon are strongly correlated.
...

&

Cheers
Mark

1I:5

.

.

a('',j,ow.C

Mandy:

clarification to Stefan and Mark's comments.
fits with both alpha -s=0.118 and 0.1155 both fixed alpha_s fits.
The alpha_s =0.1155 is our preferred value from the free alphas fit but we
are showing the uncertainties for the fixed alphas fits. We can provide these
uncertainty comparisons for both values for the new fit and indeed Katarzyna
has some plots ready to show next week.
We cannot so easily go back and use the value alpha_s=0.1155 for the old fit
as this means re -running fits, we had never used this precise value in the past.
Just a note of
We do have new

2k)

LC_e(0'1.

Stephan during PP:
wants the comparison of the gluon uncertainties for same alpha_s=0.118
Jets NNLO
NNLO

is in paplO/new_figures :newFigure8-ssConiment .pdf
Katarzyna
I've made the plot that Stefan requested

Oaq

(the uncertainty comparison with the same alpha_s).
Please have a look.
Things do look similar to the present comparison,
just slightly worse (as we've expected).

Zhiqing Zhang
Dear

editors and all,

Thank for providing the paper draft. I have only one major comment.

on the discussions during the meetings is that the main focus of the paper
is on the HERAPDF2.0 NNLO jet PDF set and the result of alpha_s is a byproduct and should be de
emphased. The current version of the paper draft does not reflect this.

My understanding based

-

Indeed, if we would take this alpha_s result more seriously, one should provide/clarify its corre
lation with the previous results based on the similar data sets. Otherwise it won?t be easy for others
Cheers,

Zhiqing

&l3 hc.:ted

etA
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came in after deadline and was not dicussed t'&t

)«-$ o

Gc,JcS 2cZ

Dear Friends

many thanks for this paper, another culmination of decades of work on PDFs.
I am sorry that this
ort deadline set.

cones late but had told Matthew

I may have

difficulties to comment on the sh

It is very important to see that jets and inclusive DIS are compatible, and the small DIS aiphas
value remains a puzzle. We saw that in 2000 when he had made a huge effort to extract the couplin
g, by reducing the PDF influence with a minimalistic parameterisation and when we studied for ver
y long how to use BCDMS which now isn't so important owing to our jet data [that paper has been t
he most cited by Hi hep-ex/0012053}

I find the name HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO rather 'barock' not nice. I understand the history and the de
sire to provide all details with the name, but are they all needed? what about HERAjets and HERAi
mcl, these names will be used in PDF context only anyhow.Did we have a version 1.0 for/with jets,
not sure; the order in QCD could be provided in text and captions as is done already (fig 2 e.g.
This could also be done, for example, in fig 3.
-1
II'.
I expect you do not change this, cna live with that, but wanted to state it.
’.s
*

a-

1/14

Figures:
2b,c it would be more instructive if you chose the same y scale, say 0-15
for both plots, to use 0-50 makes c) even more shallow than it is wrt b)

k&,j$

(*(

*4tt

Fig 3: you plot xf(x,Q2) which was fitted using Q2 as the factorisation scale.
It is in my view better to write Q2=10 GeV2, even if previously we did it like this,
while before that time we wrote Q2=.. Q2 is used is in many areas and
DIS papers before and after.

more important: a really nice plot and result!
caption: delete at the value muf= 10 (sounds like that has sth to do with alphas)
and it is in the plot. (here and elsewhere).
Fig 4: delete: the PDG
Fig 6 caption:

.116

lue and muf=]0

(PDG may change and is not important here)

-->"155

s

f.

Fig. 7 dashed --otted

Si«.

-

this gives the impression as if nothing happened through jets, but it did
by fixing alphas to 0.1155 instead of 0.118, so we know better.

a particular question regards the gluon at large x. ref ering to an email
by Mandy and Katarzyna from 14.8., they said
it does seem that the jets make the high -x gluon a bit softer (as well as reducing uncertainty)
-

the plot then attached compared xg inclusive with xg with jets. but the scale was chosen such t
hat the blue line ran out at x=0.5. I propose to make and include a plot log xg (from 10-4 to sth
like 20) as function of linear x (0-1) with these two gluons. then we would see a real differenc
e. the large x behaviour of xg is very important and hard to get in inclusive DIS due to the vale
nce (non -singlet) dominance.
Se4eA t
d.cwseJ

Fig 8 not sure I like this: it shows 4 times that jets have no influence on the i
r&Xr t*s
gluon uncertainty (very little)
is that the message?
-

Fig 9/10: if the cross section is indeed for a wide bin, then you do not plot
dsigma/dpt but some delta sigma/delta pt. It would be much better to
apply a bin center correction (probably in Q2 and pt) and then indeed
plot a differential cross section. or it needs a different notation I think.
Fig 11 caption: this is not a 'differential cross section' cf the remark above, or?

you have a jet x setion d2sigma/dptdQ2 what is exactly the cross section

(4

ci

aWc

/Q.4y*(
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you normalise this to, what is sigma_NC?
and then what is the unit of sigma/sigma NC?

'iLL

'3JI.

you write only datafitted are shown, how does the fit describe the other data?
c-*(t&.p
1'A. p,aa(
why do you show this ratio?

ea..c'
i,tJeir.e." '#i.9 1.4.

'J.t4
I
one should also include a plot with the inclusive data and how they are described.
after all: that is a fit to both inclusive and jets. in the inclusive we had two puzzles: how we
describe the lowest x data and how we reproduce the FL turnover. A kind of final, overall fit, I
think, cannot be presented without illustrating the quality of the description of the NC data al
so.
I think

your fig 2 indicates that the low q2 puzzle may have been gone??,
’'
(t
at least alphas is stable with q2min. since the aiphas for q2 >3.5
is the same as for q2 >10, two questions: how does the uncertainty
reduce with lower q2 (one only sees this a bit in fig 2) and why
(k
do you still limit the data to q2 >10 instead of 3.5 as we did
previously, do you have reasons to do that other than inclusive history?
after all, one of the indications of new lox physics was the chi2 variation '
with q2min and one is interested to know whether including jets affects this
and how (maybe that is discussed and i overlooked it, sorry in this case)
'
’_

i

frIb4it4 C/

-

io'

e

V

Appendix A

just reading this, it is not clear why that is here presented. IF you want to do an alphas discus
sion in earnest, then all the points here listed need to be really discussed/evaluated. My impres
sion is that this 1 page list of subtleties is better either left out or indeed seriously discuss
ed, but that could lead to 10 pages and change the paper (and its schedule).

£Jj puto
Text

je

’iwa

73

am unable to comment on the text in detail for lack of time. I understand the EB meets tomorrow
Thus a few quick observations only, I will be glad to read a next version more carefully/thorou
ghly.
I

132 i would not talk about a family here, maybe set is better
L.. te,( dr'te
133 were based but still are, no? MSbar

-7

PLJ/

135 represents the completion --> complements
[never they this is the end]
'

»

family. lie
137/38 delete An
PWIt$
138 when --> since
--

4L!

o

/w

..iiAe?

pcL.r

j4.L

£0I

.

high1Yor

indicate why they are not consistent
[what is meant here Hl -ZEUS or/and inclusive+jets?]

150 delete

me

then say that because of the consistency we can use a straightforward chi2=l criterion to def
the experimental uncertainties

151 I do not understand the statement that jet and inclusive data are consistent at NLO (or NNLO)
if we want to say they can be consistently described in NNLO QCD then this belongs to the concl
usion, not the introduction.
pp4 .-tc1L

one expects at the end of the intro a guide about the paper structure and not the LHC philosophy
which I would put to the intro beginning.
.

typo:

the t e line 234

1236 if the minimum would not have been the fit result, one would worry,
so why do you write this?
fLj
1269 i do not understand the 'impossible comparison' logics: even if the scales were treated diff
erently (which is anyhow more art than science) shouldn't one be able to compare the results, unc
ertainties etc?
1q4-o'(
jo,:

i notice that then indeed you compare all (284/5) which is good

aio1
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General remarks: many too long centences, split them, it is not
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Impact of jet production data on the next-to -next -to -leading order
determination of HERAPDF2.0 parton distributions
Measurement of HERAPDF2.O parton distributions and \alpha_s(Mz) at NNLO with HERA jet production data.

6

7

8

10
ii

Paper Draft v0.5

-

July 27, 2020

Author list

_!:t

The HERAPDF2.0 family of parton disßtributlon functjjths (PDFs) was introduced 2015.
The final stage is to analyse the HERA 1$ on incs've deep inelastic ep scatteç and jet
cross sections as published by Hi anJEUS at next-to-next-to -leading ordeiTh1fie fit to
at rVILQ,.w1 jet data
obtain the PDFs of HERAPDF2.0Jets ININL cross-section predictiopmade available by
NNLOJET authors and their collaborators are compared to these data. u314she4 HERA data
on heavy -quark production were used to determine optimal values,ch
a'ters ? what was combined?
for the charm and beauty quarks. Combined PDF d QCD fits re performed both with
the strong coupling constant, a5(M), either free or fixed. The result o1tfiti
BotDF and QCD fits
as a free parameter is a3(M) = 0.1155 ± 0.0010 (exp) ± 0.0002 (model -4. pararisation). were ?...and combined
Scale uncertainties are discussed in detail. Sets of parton densityinctions fr fits with
fixed o2(M) = 0.1155, the value preferred by HERAPDF2.0JtNNLO, F3(M) =
0.118, the value used for the publisheiERAPDF2.cNNLO analjsis, based on inclusive
data only, are presented and coned. tI1%e PDFs of HERAPDF.0JetsNNLO foç f(ä
a5(M) = 0.11 ß are also compared to the PDFs of HERAPDF2.04INL The
of What is s,irilarity9
the PDFs dec the consistency of inclusive and jet -produdtio
crosstion
daIa...cross strons for
I / measfd
ral
a
P1e1ctThiIs
based on HERADF2.0Jets NNLO agree very well
jet-production data
I
used in the fits. within ? unUøflanties
.
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Introduction

(DIS) of electrons on protons, ep, at centre -of-mass ener
Data from deep inelastic sc1
gies of up to
320 GeV atT1ERA,have been central to the exploration of proton structure and
quark-gluon dynamics as described by perturbative Quantum Chromo Dynamics (pQCD) [1].
-

The
of Hi and ZEUS data on inclusive ep scattering and the subsequent pQCD
analysis, r'icinthe family of parton density functions (PDFs) known as HERAPDF2.0,
was a milestone for the exploitation [2] of the HERA data. The
were based
on pQCD fits to the HERA DIS data in the DGLAP [3-7] formalism 'flMS scheme [8].

cornbina4i

This
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11

completes

Th work presented here repreentc the omp etion of the HERAPDF2.0 family [2] with an
analysis fl N
bsedlA inclusive [2] and jet-production data published separately
by the ZE1 an f1fb1Iarations. An ana1y
jet data at NNLO wag not poeible at the
time of the introduction of the HERAPDF2.0 family. This nalysis became possible when the
NNLOJET authors and their collaborators [9-17] prov
4tci section predictions for ep
present
jJ(cross
The
analysis
possible
with
became
the
section calculations for ep scattering at NNLO
scattering at NNLO.
The treatment of jets at NNLO assumes them to be onctructed from massless partons.
However, the inclusive data were
within the RTOPT [18-20] Variable Flavour Number
Scheme (VFNS), which requires values of the parameters for the charm and bottom masses, M
and Mb, as input. These parameters were optimised using cross sections for charm and bottom
production, which were published as combined data by the Hi and ZEUS collaborations 121].

ftp&.LJt4 &'3&

The strong coupling constant
was determined by fitting beth the PDF parameters
and a7(M) simultaneously. This avoids biases in the determination of a3(M) that could be
introduced by fits of a5(M) with fixed PDF parameters [22].
All results presented here are based entiry on

HERAdata?. inclusive and jet-production

datike HERA inclusive data repe1a single, hit1I

consistent data set. Furthermore, the,
jet data have been foun?oe
consistent
with the inclusive data at NLO [21;.tJ analysis
betwaenjlie et and inclustve data aL NNLO leveT
found
presented here also demonstrates consistency at NNL in addition, DiS is the only process for
which the factorisation theorem is fully establisheciIt is only a standard assumption that it is
also valid for hadron-hadron interaction processes. However, even if this assumption is valid,
PDF fits to LHC data would be biased byb
Wndard Model (B SM) whose ç
effects have so far escaped detection, thereby reducing the sensitivity searches for BSM due to '
biased background predictions. Thus, the HERAPDF2.0 family of PDFs provide a benchmark ç t
to which PDFs including data from LHC colliders may be compared. Thig could reveal BSM ç p,cecS
/
effctc or the need for an exten ion of the QCD analye for Gome procee6.
.
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from

NNLO authors and their collaborators [9-17]

.

2 Data

tçpAcr./

Data taken by the Hi and ZEUS co1ations from 1993to 2007
were combined to form a
of llS ep ctteriJ1g t HERA,
i /
’consitenX
coherent set or inciusive HERA epy cross sections [zj, wnicn was used as input to the deter
analysis
minations of all previous n&it?f the HERAPDF2.0 family. The
at NLO used selected inclusive jet and dijet production data [23-27] from ZEUnd"f11, which
-

HERAP2F2

'From here on, the word "electron" refers to both electrons and positrons, unless otherwise stated.

In addition
in lower QA2 events and six new high QA2 points at low pT were added as input to NNLO analysis.
Here QA2 is transfer in DIS process squared and pT is the transverse energy of a jet. These new high QA2 data
complete high QA2 data set of Hi [27].
.....

from / by
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68
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74
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76
77
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were again used for the present analysis at NNLO. In addition, new data [28], pubhhed by e
Hi collaboration on jet production in lower Q2 events, where Q2 is the four-momentum -transfer
squared, together with six new high -Q2 points at low PT where PT S the transverse energy of the
jet, which were published by Hi in the same publication to complete the previously published
high -Q2 data set [27], were added as input to the NNLO analysis. A summary on the data of jet
production used is provided in Table 1.
only ap
The newTtreatment of inclusive Jet and dijet production at NNLO was,
plicable to a slightly reduced phase spaceompared to HERAPDF2.0Jets NLO. All data points
to ensure
with p =
+ Q2 ~ 13.5 GeV had to be excluded for ceveral reaconc, including ensuring
convergence of the perturbati]?ries and that the NNLO scale uncertainties did not become
too large; the ccale uncertainties were held at below 10 %/ in
to the 24 % at
Njc
juafy
larger than the b -quark mass, which
NLO. This requirement also ensures that
is necessary because the jets are assumed to be built from massless partons in the calculation of
the NNLO predictionc. In addition, for each Q2 bin, the six data points with the lowest (PT) had
to be excluded from the ZEUS dijet data set because the available NNLO predictions for thesedIffICU
points were judged to be incomplete considering the kinematic cuts 2¯ The resulting reductionunderstand
of data points is detailed in Table 1. In addition the trijet data [27] which were used as inrut to
I' '
HERAPDF2.0Jets NLO ht? excluded
available.
-

.%J(p2T)

.

Let The resulting ...in table 1' be the last centence in the paragraph.
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The inclusive charm data [29], which were included in the analysis aNLO [2] were not
what is t
th
explicitly used in the PDF fits of th5analysis
precented here, since compIét NNLO
r'redictions )a/
charm and beaulç'
were not available. Heavy quark data [21] were only used to optimise the mass parameter values
for charm, M0, and beauty, Mb, which are ?éded as input to the adopted RTOPT [20] NNLO
approach to th fitti.g f the inclusive data.
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QCD Analysis

manner
P Ve.1)b
pier.'
The analysis precented here was d
he same lie& as all previous HERAPDF2.0 anal
2 arater.than
yses [2]. Q4v
at Q2’fin = 3.5 GeV2 were usel in the analysis. The
cross sections for Qçing
plase, remjnd us the definition
[2]. Tl value of the starting
x2 definition was taken from equa3'2 of the previous paper
which on
=
1.9 GeV2. The parametfation and choice of free
taken as
scale for the
parameters also followed the prescription for the HERAPDF2.øJets NLO fit, see Sectio 3.1
£
o
below.
-
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I

95
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97

98
g

100
101
102

thd1,

fran1e)k

xFitter, Thrmerly
All fits were performed using the programme QCDNUM [30] within
independTdMwhich
HERAFitter, framework [31] and were cross-checked with an
was already used as a second programme in the HERAPDF2.0 analysis. The results obtained
using the two programmes, as previously for all HERAPDF2.0 fits [2], were in excellent agree
ment, i.e. well within fit uncertainties. All numbers presented here were obtained using xFitter.
-

The light -quark coefficient functions were calculated in QCDNUM. The heavy -quark coeffi
cient functions were calculated in the general -mass variable-flavour-number scheme RTOPT [18],
with recent modifications [19,20].
-

2Due to the kinematic cuts used in selecting the dijet data, the LO prediction for the cross sections is zero. Thus,
the NNLO term is only the second non -zero term.

7

103
104

105
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The analysis pres4e$d here became possible due to the newly available treatment of jet
production at NNLOising the zero-mass scheme. This is expected to be a reasonable ap
proximation when the relevant QCD scales are significantly above the charm- and beauty-quark
masses. The jet data were included in the fits at full NNLO using predictions for the jet cross
sections calculated using NNLOJET [9-il], which was interfaced to the fast interpolation grid
codes, fastNLO [12-141 and APPLgrid [15,16] using the APPLfast framework [17], in order to
achieve the required speed for the convolutions needed in an iterative PDF fit. The NNLO jet
predictions were provided in the massless scheme and were çqpicted for hadronisation and Z°
exchange before they were used in the fits. A running e
etic a as implemented in the
2012 version of the programme EPRC [32] was used in the treatment of the jet cross sections.
-

117

The choice of scales for the jet data had to be adjusted for the NNLO analysis. At NLO, the
factorisation scale was chosen as for the inclusive data, i.e. = Q2, while the renormalisation
scale was linked to the transverse momenta, PT of the jets as /4 = (Q2 + /4)12. For the NNLO
=
analysis,
/4 = Q2 + /4 was used. This recultein an improved x2 for the fits. Scale
variations were also considered and are discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
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3.1

119

PDFs were parameterised as a functionsof x at the input scale by the generic form

113
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115
116

120

121
122

123
124
125

126
127
128
129

130
131

132

/4

4

Choice of arameterisation and model parameters

xf(x)=AxB(1_x)C(1+Dx+Ex2).
The PDF of the gluon wag an eeption'hich an additional term of the form Ax( 1
wa& subtracted

c4u1d

LC

xg(x)

=

134

xu9(x)

=

136
137

-

The parameterised PDFs are the gluon distribution xg, the valence -quark distributions xu,
xd0, and the u -type and d-type anti-quark distributions xÜ, xA where xÜ = xü and xt.. = xd+xs
at the chosen starting scale. The parameterisation for the central fit 9was determined by initially
due to constrains describd below?
t5
fixing the D, E and A'g parameters to zero. This resulted in 1( free parameters. I he extra
parameters were introduced one at a time until the x2 of the fit
not be further improved.
l4tparameter
This is also called the x2 saturation
This
resulted
in
a
fit which satisfied
method.
calculated
the criteria that all PDFs and all predicted cross sections were positive throughout the kinematic
region probed by the data entering the ?t. The suitability of the pa4meterisation was, thus, also
verified for the selection of jet data.
I
k1°bF p
aU.
43 4
The final parameterisation was

133

135

(1)

xd5(x)
xU(x)
xD(x)

"da

It

4sL¼c cAp

Ieee

£'c

Ioe

)

A9x(1 xf Ax(1 )c,
A110xv(1 x).u (i + E1x2),

(2)

AdUxB

(4)
(5)
(6)

-

-

-

-

(1

-

x)C,

=

AUxBÜ(1_x)c0(1+Düx),

=

Abx(1

-

x).

3The parameter C = 25 was fixed since the fit is not sensitive to this value, provided it is high enough (C >
ensuring that the term does not contribute at large x.

3

(3)

15)

138
139

140

The normalisation parameters, Ag,Au,Ad, were constrained by the quark-number and momen
turn sum rules. The B parameters, B0 and B, were set equal, B0 = B, such that there was a
single B parameter for the sea distributions.
-

146

The strange -quark distribution was expressed as an x-independent fraction, f3, of the d-type
sea, xs = f3xt. at Q. The central value f5 = 0.4 was chosen to be a compromise between the
determination of a suppressed strange sea from neutrino -induced di -muon production [33,34]
and the determination of an unsuppressed strange sea from the ATLAS collaboration [35]. The
further constraint A0 AD(l -f) together with the requirement B0 = B, ensured that xü -* xd
aSX -40.
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Model and parameterisation uncertainties

Model and parameterisation uncertainties on the PDFs resulting from the central fit were eval
uated by varying the input assumptions. The central values of the model parameters and their
variations are summarised in Table 2. The uncertainties on the PDFs obtained from variations
of M, Mb, f3, Q, were added in quadrature, separately for positive and negative uncertainties,
and represent the model uncertainty.
-

The uncertainty obtained from the variation of
was added to the parameterisation uncer
tainty. A variation of the number of terms in the polynomial (1 + Dx + Ex2) was considered
for each of the parton distributions listed in Eqs. 2-6. For this, all 15 -parameter fits which have
one more non-zero free D or E parameter were considered as possible variants and the resulting
PDFs compared to the PDF from the 14 -parameter central fit. The only significant change in the
PDFs was observed for the addition of a D,1 parameter. The uncertainties on the central fits from
the parameterisation variations were stored as an envelope representing the maximal deviation
at each x value.
-

The total uncertainties on the PDFs were obtained by adding experimental (fit), model and
parameterisation uncertainties in quadrature.

3.3 Optirnisation of M and Mb
The charm- and beauty -m(parameters M and Mb were needed as input to the RTOPT scheme
used to calculate pdiio! for the inclusive data. The optimal values of these parameter were
re-evaluated, since new combined HERA data became available [21], superseding the previously
published combination of charm data [29] and the data published separately by Hi and ZEUS on
beauty production. The optimisation was done
to the inclusive HERA data together
with the new combined heavy -flavour data [21] th varying
the parameter values.
The values resulting in the lowest x2 values of the fit were cl
f
et-nsi. Their
one standard deviation uncertainties were determined by fitting the x2 values with a quadratic
function and finding the mass -parameter values corresponding to A2 = 1 values. This is the
same procedure as used for HERAPDF2.0 NNLO [2], where the older data on charm and beauty
data were used.

throui0fits

4

choics0of

175
176
177

178
179
180
181

182
183

The fits for the optimisation were performed using the fixed value of a7 = 0.1155 As a first
iteration, M was varied with fixed Mb = 4.5 GeV and Mb was varied with fixed M = 1.43 GeV,
i.e. the mass -parameter values used for HERAPDF2.0 NNLO were used as fix -points. In every
iteration, the mass -parameter values as obtained in the previous iteration were used as new
fix -points. The iteration was ended once values stable to around 0.1 % for M and Mb were
observed. The final x2 scans are shown in Fig. 1. The minimum in x2 is observed for a value
of M0 close to the technical limit, see below, of the fitting procedure. The minimum in x2 for
Mb demonstrates the power of the method. The resulting values are M = 1.41 ± 0.04 GeV and
Mb = 4.20 ± 0.10 GeV, quite close to the values of HERAPDF2.0 NNLO, with slightly reduced
.

uncertainties.
185
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189
190
191
192
193

194
195
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198

The part of the model uncertainty concerning the heavy-flavour mass parameters would nom
inally have involved varying the value of M to the minimum and maximum of its one standard
deviation uncertainty. However, for M, the downward variation created a conflict with Pfo
which has to be less than M in the RTOPT scherp, such that charm can be generated perturba
tively. Thus, only an upward variation of Iv{ wcnsidered and the resulting uncertainty on the
<M created a conflict with the variation
PDFs was symmetrised. In addition, the
of p0. The normal procedure would have included an upward variation of
to 2.2 GeV2 but
Thus, p
Pf0 would have become larger than the upper end of the uncertainty interval of M
GeV2,
was only varied downwards to 1.6
and the resulting uncertainty on the PDFs was again
symmetrised. The suitability of the chosen central parametensation was re -verified for the new
settings for M and Mb using the x2 saturation method as described in Section 3.1.
-

-

-

1TI?n10

.

Since predictions at NNLO for the jet data were only available in the zero -mass scheme,
and results for the treatment of the inclusive data in different VFNS and FFNS schemes were
consistent [2], no other heavy -flavour schemes were investigated.
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Hadronisation uncertainties

For the jet -data analysis, it was also necessary to consider hadronisation and the effect of the
uncertainties on hadronisation corrections. The uncertainties on the hadronisation corrections,
which were supplied in the original publications, were reviewed for this analysis. The Hi un
certainties were used as published, while for technical reasons, those for the ZEUS data were
increased to the maximum value quoted in the publications, 2 %. It was checked that this change
made no significant difference to any of the results presented below.
-

The uncertainties on the hadronisation corrections were included as input to the HERA
PDF2.0 Jets NNLO fits. They were treated as systematic uncertainties correlated between all
data sets. Thus, their contribution became part of the overall experimental, i.e. fit, uncertainties.
For fits with fixed a7(M), their contribution was negligible. For fits with free a7(M), their
contribution to the experimental unceytainty on a7(M) was ±0.0006. compare to L215
differs
I
The current procedure is different from the procedure employed for the HERAPDF2.0Jets
NLO fit. In the HERAPDF2.0Jets NLO analysis, hadronisation uncertainties were applied
ing the offset method, i.e. performing separate fits with the hadronisation corrections set
-

-
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211
212

213

us-/ ’.P

td\)

4A cross-check was performed with the fixed value of o, = 0.118 and no significant difference in the resulting
M and Mb values were observed.
51n previous HERAPDF analyses, the uncertainty on M was large enough to accommodate the upward p
variation.

'
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So thi

214

215

216

217
218
219
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223

their maximal and minimal values. Thit rectilted in a hadronisation uncertainty on a3(M) 0fVS
±0.0012 [2]. compare to L205 Conclusion ? Algorithm used in this work leads to smaller values of hadronisation uncertainties
i-J

4

Determination of the strong coupling constant

Jet-production data are essential for the determination of the strong coupling constant, ci3(M).
In pQCD fits to inclusive DIS data alone, the gluon PDF is determined via the DGLAP equations,
using the observed scaling violations. This results in a strong correlation between the shape of
the gluon distribution and the value of a3(M). Data on jet and dijet production cross -sections
provide an independent constraint on the gluon distribution and are also directly sensitive to
a3(M). Thus, such data are essential for an accurate simultaneous determination of a9(M) and
the gluon distribution.
i
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When determining a3(M), it is ne9éssary to consider so-called "scale uncertainties". 'T1'
to the infftIence of higher orders in the perturbation extension. This
by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales by a factor
imi1taneously 6 and celecpg the maximal positive and negative 7
deviations of the result as the 'rd facto" scale uncertain! These were observed for (2.O/Jr, i.0j''
a.è( &.
and (O.SPr, l.OJJf), respectively.
u/.c 4

th34nrtain'5due

represent
[uncertaint
evaluated
of two, both separatel

The HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO fit with free a5(M) results in
a3(M)

=

0.1155 ± 0.00 10 (exp) ± 0.0002 (model + parameterisation)

(scale)

'

(Z-'?"

where "exp" denotes the experimental uncertainty, which was taken as the fit uncertainty, in
cluding the contribution from hadronisation uncertainties. The value of a3(M) and the size of
jrl
the experimental uncertainty were confirmed by the the result of a gp called x2 scan in a3(M2),
Z
i shot descriptioq),nd
2
which is snown in rig. 2a). Numerous fits w..varying a(M) were perforr4,1 and tlilear
wtt'«
minimum observed x2 coincides with thea«?ue of a5(M)
of the minimum in x2 confirms the fit uncertainty. The combined hiodel and paranieterisation
uncertainty shown in Fig. 2a) was determined by performing similar scans, for which the values
of the model parameters and the parameterisation were varied as described in Section 3.1.
-
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Figure 2a) also shows the scale uncertainty; dominates the uncertainties. This scale un
certainty as listed in Eq. 7 was evaluated under the assumption of 50 % correlated and 50 %
241
242
uncorrelated uncertainties between bi?is and data sets. This allows for a direct comparison to
243
the NLO result from HERAPDF2.0Jets NLO, which also used this procedure. A strong moti
244
vation to determine a3(M) at NNLO was the hope substantially to reduce scale uncertainties
245
and, indeed, the NNLO scale uncertainty of (+0.0026, -0.0024) is significantly lower than the
(+0.0037, -0.0030) previously observed in the HERAPDF2.0Jets NLO analysis. Any further
246
247
comparisons of the NLO and the NNLO results and their uncertainties require special consider
ations, some of which are discussed in Appendix A.
248
(1
''! '4
put tis paragraph after L223?
249
The HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO fit with free a3(M) was based on 1349 data points and had
250
aX2/d.o.f.= 1594/1334 = 1.195. This can be compared to theX2/d.o.f.= 1363/1131 = 1.205
240

-

-

-

'

6This

procedure is often called 9-point variation, where the nine variations are (O.5/Lr, O.5/Jf), (O.5/1r, l.O/1f),

(O.5/Jr, 2.O/Jf), (l.OPr, O.5J1f), (1.O/Jr, 1.O/Jf), (1 °Pr, 2.O/Jf), (2.O/Jr, O.51Uf), (2.OJlr, l.Ojii'), (2.0/Zr, 2.O/Jf).

for HERAPDF2.0 NNLO based on inclusive data only [2]. The similarity of the
indicates that the data on jet production do not introduce any additional tension.

251
252

2/d.o.f. values

The question whether data with relatively low Q2 bias the determination of a7(M) arose
within the context of the HERAPDF2.0 analysis [2]. Figure 2b) shows the result of a7(M)
scans with Q for the inclusive data set to 3.5 GeV2, 10GeV2 and 20GeV2. Clear minima are
visible which coincide within uncertainties. Figure 2c) shows the result of similar scans with
only the inclusive data used as input [2]. The inclusive data alone cannot sufficiently constrain
a5(M).
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267

It has also been suggested that the use of the A term, also called "the negative gluon term",
in the gluon parameterisation could bias the determination of a7(M). jhus a cross-check was
worth to shQw tts-armeteriin
made with the alternative gluon parametensatlon, Ai izj, br wnTcn this term is absent. A
value of a5(M) = 0.1152 ± 0.0009(exp) was obtained, in agreement with the result for the
standard parameterisation. A further cross-check was made by removing the A term, but, in
addition, adding a (1 + Dgx) term multiplied into the main gluon term. The resulting value
was a5(M) = 0.115 1 ± 0.0009(exp) with a value of Dg consistent with zero. These results
demonstrate that the present a7(M) determination is not sensitive to the details of the gluon
parameterisation.
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The result presented here cannot be directly compared to an Hi result [36] and a result published
by the NNLOJET authors and their collaborators [37] because even though some of thewhose
sameNNLO authors
jet data sets were used by both analysis, the scale uncertainties were treated differently. Their
assumption on the correlation of scale uncertainties was that they are 100 % correlated between 5
%ins and data sets. In order tocasefacilitate
a comparison, the current analysis was modified to make
we obtained
the same assumption. This resuitea in a scale uncertainty of +00036
_o:0034(scale). This uncertainty,
a&iipared to the uncertainties of ±0.0042 published '"
obtained for data with p> 13.5 GeV;J
by Hi and ±0.0036 publied by
obtained for data withji > 2Mb,
ihi5e similar E13 ”
'
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Comparison to previous determinations

3fl?oth

to

used here.

/

H?d

285

It should be noted that both these
the NNLOJeta1yses were done using fixedYDFs
for fits of a(M). The Hi collaboration provideY'?ne simultanous fit of a5(M) and PDF,'tbased
on Hi inclusive and jet data only, andEth Q,,,, = 10GeV2. For comparison, the analysis pre
sented here was modified to limit the data by setting Q = 10GeV2. Again, the Hi analysis
assumed that scale uncertainties were fully correlated and, thus, this was also done for this mod
ification of the current analysis. The value of a5(M) published by Hi is a2(M) 0.1142 ±
0.00 11(exp)±0.0003(model/parameterisation)±0.0026(scale) while the current modified analy
sis resulted in a(M) = 0.1 154±0.0009(exp)±0.0002(model/parameterisation)±0.0025(scale).
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A@Tor a(M) 'Ted

288

was used for the determination of the PDFs in HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO. The value listed in

278
279
280
281
282
283
284

-

-

-

The PDFs of HERAPDF2.øJets NNLO
at 0.1155,

as determined by the fit where it was a free

7

parameter,

289
290
291
292
293

294
295

296
297
298
299
300
301
302

PDG12 [38], 0.118, which wa alco (the value determined in the HERAPDF2.0Jets NLO anal
ysis was used for the original HERAPDF2.0 analyses at NNLO based on inclusive data oniy.
The PDFs of HERAPDF2.øJets NNLO are shown for fixed a(M) = 0.1155 in Fig. 3 and fixed
= 10GeV2. The
= 0.118 in Fig. 4, together with their uncertainties, at the scale
uncertainties shown include experimental, i.e. fit, uncertainties, and model and parameterisation
uncertainties as defined in Section 3.2. Details on the two sets of PDFs as released are listed in
Appendix B.
-

Scale uncertainties on PDFs derived with a fixed o2(M) were not considered. When PDFs
are determined for a fixed value of a0(M), a quantification of theory uncertainties on them
through a variation of the renormalisation and factorisation scales in the fit becomes question
able. Even after the compensation of explicit scale -dependent terms in the NLO and
not
coefficients, a variation of the renormalisation scale effectively amounts, in its numerical ef-understand
fect, to a modfication of the value of a2(M). Fixing the value of a5(M) externally amounts
forcing the fit away from a local minimum, where a variation of the scales could map out the
’’ AM)
putative uncertainty from missing higher orders. Therefore, scale variations were not used as
a proxy for uncertainties on the PDF extraction due to missing higher orders. Nevertheless, a
cross-check with scale variations was made and the difference in the resulting PDFs was found
to be negligible compared to the other uncertainties presented in Fig. 3.
-
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A comparison between the PDFs obtained for a'5(M) = 0.1155 and a5(M) = 0.118 is pro
vided in Figs. 5 and 6 for the scales 10 GeV2 and M, respectively. Here, only total uncertainties
are shown. At the lower scale, a significant difference is observed between the gluon distribu
tions; the distribution for a5(M) = 0.1155 is above the distribution for a5(M) = 0.118 for x
less than 10-2. This correlation between the value of a3(M) and the shape of the gluon PDF
is as expected from QCD evolution. At the scale of M, the differences become negligible in
4{'
the visible range of x due to QCD evolution.
/.)Lt kxa
jli
A comparison between the PDFs t
Jy HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO with a5(M) = 0i155 in
g
0.118 and the PDFs of HERAPDF2.0 NNLO based on inclusive data only is provided in Fig. 7.
i#-'e»I1,
These two sets of PDFs do not show any significant differences in tq1tral values. However,
there is a significant reduction of the uncertainties on the gluon PtYâS
in Fig. 8 at the
scale of p = 10 GeV2. The reduction in model and parameterisation uncertainty for x < iO
is mostly due to the necessity to change the estimation procedure compared to that used for 71 Js
HERAPDF2.0 NNLO. The change in the ranges in whieh M and Mb were varied coqihuted
s'...
negligibly
uncertainties,
the
change
in
except for the following effect. As discussedection
to
untnis analysis
3.3, it was necessary in thig analysis to symmetrise the downward variation of
rather than (
allowing both upward and downward variations. This had the positive effect of removing a sl?ght ( fr(
double -counting of error sources that could not be avoided in the original HERAPDF2.0 NNLO ) i't
procedure. The reduction in the model and parameterisation uncertainties for x < iO is mostly
due to this effect, whereas the reduction in model and parameterisation uncertainties for x> iO (
is due to the influence of the jet data.
-

-

shown

6

Comparisons of predictions to jet data

Comparisons of the predictions based on HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO with fixed a3(M) = 0.1155
to the data on jet production used as input to the fits are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12.

338

All predictions were computed using the assumption of massless jets, i.e. the transverse
energy, ET, and the transverse momentum of a jet, PT were assumed to be equivalent. For
the inclusive jet analyses, each jet PT was entered separately. For dijet analyses, the average
of the transverse momenta, (PT) was used. In these cases, (PT) was also
used to set the the
cross seqtion calcula.tiorls
=
=
Q + (PT) for calculating predictions.
factorisation and renormalisation scales to P1
Pr
Scale uncertainties were not considered for the comparisons to data. The predicis based on
the PDFs of HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO clearly fit the data used as input @11, siowing that
the NNLO QCD predictions for both inclusive data and jet data are highly compatible.
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The HERA data set on inclusive ep scattering as published by the ZEU/and Hi collabora
tions [2], together with selected data on jet production, published separately by the two col
laborations, were used as input to a pQCD analysis at NNLO. The resulting two PDF sets are
dn1edsHERAPDF20Jets NNLO; they have fixed values of a5(M) of 0.1155 and 0.118. This
completes the HERAPDF2.0 family of parton distribution functions.
-

-

M) and the PDFs wce fitted si
in a value qf q.,(44) = 0.1155 ± 0.00 10 (exp) ± 0.0002 (modell
multaneousr
as oblaine
/parameterlsation)
(sca1e. Ihis
bi? a3(M) is compatible with the world aver
age [39] and it is competitive in comparison with other determinations at NNLO. The scale
uncertainties were ca1clated with the assumption of 50 % correlated and 50 % uncorrelated un
certainties
and data sets. They would increase to ±gg for the assumption of
fully correlated uncertainties.

An analysis with fc

ffiecu1ted

wac performed for which

-

-

-

between'bius

Comparisons between the PDFs of HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO obtained for the two values
of cr5(M) of 0.1155 and 0.118 were shown, as well as comparisons to HERAPDF2.0 NNLO,
for which jet data were not used as input to the fit. All these PDFs are very similar, showing
the consistency of the data. On balance, the inclusion of the jet data has two consequences:
i) a lower value of a5(M) is favoured; ii) the uncertainty on the gluon PDF is reduced. The
predictions from HERAPDF2.0Jets NNLO were compared to the jet production data used as
input. The predictions describe the data
well.
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